Multi-user (MU) diversity yields sum-rate gains by scheduling a user for transmission at times when its channel is near its peak. The only information required at the base station (BS) for scheduling is the users' signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)s. MU diversity gains are limited in environments with lineof-sight (LoS) channel components and/or spatial correlation. To remedy this, previous works have proposed opportunistic beamforming (OBF) using multiple antennas at the BS to transmit the same signal, modulated by time-varying gains, to the best user at each time slot. In this paper, we propose reconfigurable surface (RS)-assisted OBF to increase the range of channel fluctuations in a single-antenna broadcast channel (BC), where opportunistic scheduling (OS) strategy achieves the sum-rate capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-path fading is generally viewed as a source of unreliability and is mitigated using diversity techniques over time, frequency or space. In addition to these classical diversity modes, foundational works in information theory [1] - [3] have shown that in a wireless system with multiple active users sharing the transmission medium, multi-user (MU) diversity can be realized using a scheduler at the medium-access control (MAC) layer, which schedules the user having the best channel quality during a coherence interval. This requires instantaneous channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) in the form of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of all users. MU-diversity gains then arise from the fact that in a system with many users whose channels fade independently, there is likely to be a user at each time whose channel is near its peak.
The concept of MU diversity is best motivated by an information-theoretic result by Knopp and Humblet in [1] focusing on an uplink scenario with multiple users communicating with a single-antenna base station (BS) via fading channels. Their work shows that the average sumrate capacity of this system, defined as the maximum achievable sum of the long-term average data rates of all users, is achieved by a simple opportunistic scheduling (OS) scheme which schedules at one time only the user with the largest SNR. Similar results have been obtained for the downlink from a single-antenna BS to mobile users in [2] , [3] , where the average sum-rate capacity (referred to henceforth as sum-capacity) is achieved by an OS scheme which transmits to the user with the largest SNR. As a consequence, MU-diversity gains arise and can be explained as: in a system with many users with independently time-varying channels, it is likely to have a user whose SNR is much stronger than the average SNR at each time. By scheduling this user, the independent fading of the users' channels is exploited and the spectral efficiency can be made significantly higher than that of a non-faded channel with the same average SNR.
From a MU-diversity perspective, fading is considered as a source of randomization which can be exploited to yield significant gains. As the number of users increases, it becomes more likely to schedule users when they are near their channel peaks through OS. The larger the dynamic range of the channel fluctuations, the higher the peaks and the larger the MU-diversity gain. In practice, such gains are limited in two ways. First, the channel may fade slowly as compared to the delay tolerance of the application. Second, even under fast fading (relative to the latency time-scale), there may be dominant line-of-sight (LoS) paths or high saptial correlation in the channel. Both these factors reduce the dynamic range of channel fluctuations [3] - [5] .
To improve MU-diversity gains in these scenarios, Viswanath et al. [3] proposed an opportunistic beamforming (OBF) scheme, where multiple dumb antennas are used at the BS to transmit weighted replicas of the same signal, and the complex-valued weights are varied in a controlled but randomized way. This induces channel variations through constructive/destructive superposition of multi-paths. The SNR is tracked by each user and fed-back to the BS, which then schedules the best user for transmission in each time-slot. Large MU diversity gains can be realized using OBF, especially when the range of channel fluctuations is limited. It is important to note that even with multiple antennas at the BS, i.e., the multiple-input single-output (MISO) scenario, the authors retained OS strategy which is no longer capacity achieving. However, as opposed to the optimal Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) which requires full CSIT, OBF only requires users' SNR feedback irrespective of the number of antennas.
Since the introduction of OBF, it has been applied in different contexts [4] - [13] , with several works focusing on designing fair schedulers [4] , [11] . The OBF scheme from [3] can also be extended to wide-band channels that undergo frequency-selective fading, where several users can be scheduled on orthogonal frequency bands simultaneously using orthogonal frequencydivision multiple access (OFDMA). By employing OBF and scheduling the strongest user at each frequency band, MU diversity can be exploited in both the time and frequency domains.
Several works have explored feedback reduction schemes for OBF in OFDMA systems [12] , [13] .
In this work, instead of relying on the use of multiple active antennas at the BS, we propose to deploy a dumb reconfigurable surface (RS) close to the BS to induce random fluctuations in the BS-user channels and enhance the MU-diversity gains. The RS is a planar array of nearly passive, low-cost, reflecting elements with reconfigurable parameters [14] - [23] . Each element independently introduces a phase shift onto the incoming electromagnetic waves, and desirable communication objectives can be achieved by smartly adjusting these phase shifts, while consuming very low energy due to the elements' passive nature. This renders this technology more energy efficient than existing methods for improving the user rates like cell-densification or deploying massive antenna arrays. Current implementations of RSs include reflect-arrays and reconfigurable metasurfaces [14] , [24] .
In our proposed scheme, which we refer to as RS-assisted OBF, we keep a single-antenna at the BS and deploy a dumb RS consisting of N passive reflecting elements in the LoS of the BS.
The RS neither requires CSIT nor does it need to be 'intelligent', since the applied phase shifts do not need to be optimized and are in fact selected randomly from the uniform distribution in most of the considered scenarios. Each user measures its downlink SNR based on a common pilot symbol transmitted by the BS, and feeds back this information to the BS. The BS then schedules the best user in each time-slot, which is sum-capacity optimal in a single-antenna broadcast channel (BC). We develop the sum-capacity scaling laws versus the number of users K under RS-assisted OBF, when the RS-to-users channels undergo: 1) independent Rayleigh fading, 2) independent Rician fading, and 3) correlated Rayleigh fading. Then, we show that our scheme that uses only a single antenna at the BS achieves higher average sum-capacity scaling than that achieved by the BS-assisted OBF in [3] . We also extend the derived results to wide-band channels where OFDMA is exploited to serve multiple users in each time-slot.
Finally, we extend the results to the MISO BC scenario under OS strategy, which is no longer capacity achieving as optimally multiple beams can be sent in the same time-slot to serve multiple users using beamforming. In fact, DPC combined with beamforming achieves the capacity of the multi-antenna BC, but it is computationally expensive and requires perfect CSIT for all users with respect to all the transmit (Tx) antennas. OS, on the other hand, requires just one SNR feedback per user irrespective of the number of antennas and is very simple to implement. Therefore, like [3] - [5] , [9] , [11] , [12] , we retain the use of OS and study the impact of RS-assisted OBF on the sum-rate scaling of the MISO BC. This is the first work to study RS-assisted systems from an information-theoretic perspective and even though we focus on OS while providing some extensions for OFDMA systems, our results will be fundamental in the future in extending the analysis to space division multiple access (SDMA) systems, where multiple users are served in each time-slot using beamforming schemes such as zero-forcing and random beamforming [25] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the system model is outlined, BSassisted OBF is reviewed and RS-assisted OBF is introduced. In Sec. III, the sum-capacity scaling of RS-assisted OBF is derived for Rayleigh, Rician and correlated Rayleigh fading channels.
In Sec. IV, we extend our results to wide-band channels as well as the MISO BC. Simulation results are provided in Sec. V and Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPPORTUNISTIC BEAMFORMING
We first outline the downlink transmission model. Then, we review the BS-assisted OBF scheme in [3] and introduce the RS-assisted OBF scheme.
A. Transmission Model
We begin with a downlink network with a single-antenna BS and K single-antenna users. We consider a block-fading model where the channel from BS to user k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, h k (t) ∈ C, remains constant during time-slot t of length T samples corresponding to the coherence interval.
The received signal y k (t) ∈ C T ×1 at user k in time slot t is
where s(t) ∈ C T ×1 is the vector of Tx symbols, n k (t) ∈ C T ×1 is the Gaussian noise vector at user k with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, i.e., n k (t) ∼ CN (0, I T ), and h k (t) is the channel modeled as h k (t) = √ ρ B,khk (t), where ρ B,k is the average received SNR 1 , whileh k (t)
captures the channel's small-scale fading. We assume that the elements of s(t) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) letters from a Gaussian capacity-achieving codebook with power E[ s(t) 2 ] = P = 1.
B. Opportunistic Scheduling for Single-Antenna BS
In such a single-antenna BC with full SNR CSIT, the sum-capacity, defined as the maximum achievable sum of long-term average data rates, is achieved using the OS scheme wherein the BS transmits to the user with the strongest SNR at each fading state [2] , [26] . The scheduled user in time-slot t is userk(t) = arg max k∈{1,...,K} γ k (t) where γ k (t) = |h k (t)| 2 is the SNR of user k at time slot t. The maximum SNR is γk (t) (t) and the sum-capacity is
where the expectation is over (h 1 (t), . . . , h K (t)).
In [3] , it was shown that when the users' channels undergo independent Rayleigh fading, R (K) increases with K, and the performance becomes better than that of the non-fading channel under the same average SNR. This is the consequence of the MU diversity effect, since with larger K, it is more likely that a user has SNR much larger than the average SNR. Transmitting to userk(t) at time t significantly increases the overall sum-rate. The work in [3] studied R (K) in the limit of large K for a homogenous network where ρ B,k = ρ B ∀k using results from extreme value theory, and showed that under Rayleigh fading channels
MU diversity gains are determined by the channel fluctuations' dynamic range. Such gains are often limited due to correlated fading and the presence of LoS channel components, which reduce channel fluctuations and peaks. In fact, when K is large and channels undergo independent Rician fading with parameter κ (ratio of energy in the direct component to that in the diffused component), the sum-capacity scales as [3] lim
Compared to Rayleigh fading, the leading term in the SNR of the strongest user is now 1 1+κ log K instead of log K, reduced by a factor of 1 1+κ . This is a result of the reduced MU diversity gains due to the presence of the LoS component. In the following subsection, we review an existing scheme that enhances the MU diversity gains in such environments.
C. OBF using Dumb Antennas at the BS The authors in [3] proposed an OBF scheme that uses M antenna at the BS to induce larger channel fluctuations in environments with dominant LoS channel components or spatial correlation. All antennas transmit the same signal modulated independently by gains that are varied in a controlled but pseudo-random fashion. The resulting overall channel gain in time-slot t becomes
where h mk (t) is the channel from antenna m to user k at time t, α m (t) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the fraction of power allocated to the m-th Tx antenna satisfying M m=1 α m = 1 to preserve the total power, and θ m (t) ∈ [0, 2π] denotes the phase shift applied by the antenna. By varying α m (t) and θ m (t), fluctuations in the overall channel can be induced even if h mk (t)s have little fluctuations. As in the single-antenna BS case, each user feeds back the overall SNR |h k (t)| 2 to the BS, which schedules the user with the largest SNR. There is no need to measure all h mk (t); in fact, the existence of M Tx antennas is completely transparent to the users. This makes the scheme desirable, even though it is not capacity achieving when we have a multi-antenna BS.
The proposed OBF scheme achieves the same performance as (3) under Rayleigh fading channels. However, when the channels h mk (t)s undergo independent Rician fading with parameter κ, the sum-rate under BS-assisted OBF scales as
Compared to the single-antenna case, BS-assisted OBF increases the effective magnitude of the fixed component from to κ 1+κ to M κ 1+κ . While this does not increase the leading term of order 1 1+κ log K in the growth rate of the strongest user's SNR, it does increase the second term of order √ log K.
The authors in [3] also provide the asymptotic sum-rate under BS-assisted OBF for the special case where h mk (t)s are fully correlated, i.e. h mk (t) = l k (t)e jφ mk , where l k (t) is a Rayleigh-fading 
Thus, BS-assisted OBF yields a factor of M improvement in the SNR of the strongest user as compared to (3) .
BS-assisted OBF promises enhanced MU diversity gains using an increased number of antennas at the BS, each of which will have an associated RF chain with several active electronic components (digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital convertors (DAC/ADC), power amplifiers, etc.). This renders the scheme prohibitive from cost and power consumption perspectives, especially when M is large.
To remedy these challenges, we propose an RS-assisted OBF scheme next, that utilizes a dumb RS to enhance MU diversity gains in different environments, while using a single antenna at the BS and relying on signals reflections from RS elements.
D. OBF using a Dumb RS
We consider a multi-user communication system where a single-antenna BS serves K singleantenna users, supported by a RS composed of N passive reflecting elements installed in the LoS of the BS (Fig. 1 ). The sum-capacity-achieving transmission strategy is therefore OS. The elements of the RS independently induce random phase shifts onto the incoming waves, rendering the RS to be dumb as it needs no information to design the phases. We assume that the RS's operation is synchronized with the BS through the RS controller and therefore it is able to induce a new set of random phase shifts in each time-slot. The RS-assisted channel gain for user k in time-slot t is given as
where ρ R,k is the average SNR of the RS-assisted link, h 1 ∈ C 1×N is the static LoS BS-RS channel vector [15] , [17] - [19] , h 2,k (t) ∈ C N ×1 is the RS-user k channel vector in time-slot t,
and Θ(t) = βdiag{e jθ 1 (t) , . . . , e jθ N (t) } ∈ C N ×N is a diagonal matrix representing the response of the RS with β being the amplitude reflection coefficient and θ n (t) the phase shift applied by n-th element. The phases θ n (t) are varied over time uniformly on [0, 2π], whereas β is fixed 2 .
The n-th component of h 1 is given as h 1,n = e jϑ h 1 ,n , where ϑ h 1 ,n = 2π(n − 1)d sin ϑ n [18] , [30] , ϑ n is the LoS angle from BS to RS element n, and d is the normalized inter-element separation.
The second reformulation in (8) has
Initially, we provide the main theorems for the scenario where the direct BS-user channel is neglected, i.e., the overall channel is h k (t) = h R,k (t) in (8) . Such a scenario is common in future mmWave and sub-mmWave systems, where the direct BS-user links are likely to be blocked due to high path and penetration losses [16] , [18] , [21] - [23] . This allows us to compare the sum-rate scaling of the RS-assisted link with N passive elements at the RS and a single-antenna BS with that of the direct BS-user link with an M -antenna BS. Then, we extend the results to the scenario where the channel is the superposition of the RS-assisted link and the direct link, i.e.,
where h d,k (t) ∈ C is the small-scale fading channel between the single-antenna BS and user k.
As outlined in Sec. II, users feedback their SNRs γ k (t), and the BS schedules the user with the largest γ k (t) in time-slot t. Under the proposed RS-assisted OBF model, we will derive the scaling laws of the sum-capacity in (2) under 1) independent Rayleigh, 2) independent Rician, and 3) correlated Rayleigh fading h 2,k (t) and h d,k (t), k = 1, . . . , K. 2 In practice, β is determined by the technology utilized to realize the RS. If reconfigurable metasurface is used, then efficient designs achieving β as high as 1 have been reported [27] - [29] .
III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE SUM-CAPACITY FOR RS-ASSISTED OBF
We derive the sum-capacity scaling laws for RS-assisted OBF and compare them to those of BS-assisted OBF. Similar to [3] - [11] , [25] , [26] , the analysis is done for a homogenous network where ρ R,k = ρ R and ρ d,k = ρ d ∀k, to enable the application of extreme value theory results that exist for i.i.d. random variables (RV)s in the literature. However, similar MU diversity effects would be present in a non-homogenous network as we show in Sec. V. 3 According to the order statistics for i.i.d. RVs [31] , given i.i.d. γ k , k ∈ {1, . . . , K} with a cumulative distribution function (cdf) F γ (x) and a probability density function (pdf) f γ (x), the cdf and pdf of γk = max k∈{1,...,K} γ k are given as
respectively. The sum-capacity defined in (2) is then
The resulting expressions using (11) for different SNR distributions are involved and yield no direct insights [6] . Given the massive connectivity promised by 5G and future generation networks, many systems will have very large K. It is thus imperative to study this regime. In what follows, we study the scaling of the sum-capacity versus K for three different fast-fading channel models for h 2,k . The derivations will utilize the following result from extreme value theory on the asymptotic behavior of the distribution of the maximum of i.i.d. RVs.
for some constant c, then max k∈{1,...,K}
This lemma states that the maximum of K i.i.d. RVs described above grows like l K as K → ∞. 3 The downside of OS is that users with higher average SNRs (i.e. lower path loss) will be served more often, making the system unfair. We focus on deriving the fundamental performance limits of RS-assisted systems and do not address the fairness aspect. We refer interested readers to [4] , [11] for algorithms to improve the fairness of systems employing OS (like proportional fair scheduling, user queuing).
A. Independent Rayleigh Fading
Dropping the time-index t for simplicity, the RS-assisted channel gain for user k can be
Therefore v Th k is the sum of N independent Gaussian RVs and is distributed as CN (0, β 2 N ). The SNR of user k under RSassisted channel is given as
is the chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom.
Since γ k s are i.i.d., we drop the index k. The explicit cdf and pdf of γ are as follows
respectively, with x ≥ 0. These distributions can be used to obtain F γk (x) and f γk (x) using (10) . The sum-capacity in (11) under RS-assisted OBF and Rayleigh fading h 2,k s can then be computed as,
where in the last step, we first applied the binomial theorem and then used the identity
is the exponential integral function, and Γ(a, x) is the upper incomplete Gamma function [32] .
The resulting closed-form expression for the sum-capacity is not only involved but yields no direct insights. Therefore we study the sum-capacity in the large K regime using Lemma 1. The result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Under independent Rayleigh fading RS-user channels h 2,k s, the sum-capacity (2) for the channel (8) under RS-assisted OBF scales as,
Proof: See Appendix A.
Remark 1: As compared to the BS-assisted OBF [3] , the RS-assisted OBF improves the SNR of the strongest user by a factor of N β 2 while using a single antenna at the BS.
Theorem 1 is derived assuming the direct BS-users links are blocked or negligible as compared to the RS-assisted links, as expected in future mmWave and sub-mmWave communications. The extension to the case where the direct link is also present is straightforward and is presented below.
Corollary 1: Under independent Rayleigh fading RS-user channels h 2,k s and BS-user direct channels h d,k s, the sum-capacity in (2) for the channel in (9) under RS-assisted OBF scales as,
Corollary 1 simplifies to (3) when N = 0 and to (14) for large N . By increasing N and given β is close to unity, the sum-capacity can be made much larger than what is achieved by the conventional single-antenna OS scheme in (1) as well as by the BS-assisted OBF scheme in (5) .
B. Independent Rician Fading
Rician fading channels generally model situations where there is a fixed LoS component and a time-varying fast fading component. The channel h 2,k under Rician fading is represented as,
where a is a constant, 
Note that h 1,n βe jθn b k,n , n = 1, . . . , N , are i.i.d. CN (0, β 2 u) RVs. The analysis of the maximum SNR under the RS-assisted channel is not straightforward, since the first component in (17) is time-varying. Thus, the users' channels h R,k s do not undergo independent Rician fading as h 2,k .
However, it can be reasoned that for large K and > 0, there exists almost surely at any time t a set of K users for which |β N n=1 √ ah 1,n e j(θn(t)+φ k,n ) | is close to its maximum value N √ aβ.
Consequently, the overall channel h R,k (t) in (17) also undergoes Rician fading for this set of users. The sum-capacity under independent Rician fading can then be studied using Lemma 1 and the result is as follows.
Theorem 2: Under independent Rician fading RS-user channels h 2,k s, the sum-capacity (2) for the channel (8) under RS-assisted OBF scales as,
Proof: See Appendix B.
Intuitively, this result can be interpreted as: the user with the strongest channel in a time-slot is the one that simultaneously has the strongest time-varying component among all users and has its LoS component in the beamforming configuration, i.e., the norm of |β N n=1
Such a user will almost surely exist as K → ∞.
Remark 2:
As compared to the sum-rate scaling in (6) for BS-assisted OBF [3] , the proposed RS-assisted OBF scheme, with RS elements having β close to 1 [27]- [29] , increases the leading term in the growth rate from u log K to N β 2 u log K, the second term from 2 √ M au log K to 2N β 2 √ N au log K, and the fixed component in the growth rate from M a to N 2 β 2 a.
We now extend Theorem 2 to the scenario where the direct BS-user channel is also present. 
where κ B represents the LoS to the non-LoS energy ratio for the BS-to-user direct channels.
C. Correlated Rayleigh Fading
Now we consider the presence of correlation between the RS elements, i.e., each RS-user channel h 2,k undergoes correlated Rayleigh fading. This correlation is caused by local scatterers around the RS or the fact that the RS elements are not spaced far enough to create independent channels. The overriding question then is to analyze the effect of this correlation on the sumcapacity of RS-assisted OBF. From a traditional diversity and spatial multiplexing point of view, antennas with correlated fading are less useful than antennas with independent fading. From the point of view of OBF, we can actually improve the performance beyond what is achieved by independent fading by exploiting the correlation structure to design OBF parameters.
The channel h 2,k under correlated Rayleigh fading is represented as,
where b k (t) ∼ CN (0, I N ) and R k is the N × N correlation matrix for user k, assumed to be non-singular with trace(R k ) = N . We consider two scenarios. First we assume a common correlation matrix R for all k. This is essential to make the users' channels (and hence SNRs) i.i.d., enabling the application of results from extreme value theory to get the sum-capacity scaling law. The second scenario deals with completely correlated fading, i.e., the channel coefficients with respect to all RS elements are fully correlated. However the correlation matrix for each user is allowed to be different.
1) Common Correlation Matrix:
We first deal with the scenario where h 2,k (t) = R The overall channel h R,k (t) can be expressed using (8) as
where z k ∼ CN (0,
Finding the distributions of the SNRs is more difficult than for Rayleigh and Rician channel models, as in the latter two scenarios the distribution of the time-varying component did not depend on the distribution of v. However, for correlated Rayleigh channels, the distribution of the SNR in (22) depends on both the distribution of v as well as the distribution ofh k . Dropping the time-index for simplicity, we study the sum-capacity in (2) as,
where E x|y is the conditional expectation of x given y. 
Proof: See Appendix C.
The sum-capacity in Lemma 2 can be derived by designing v that maximizes the sum-rate scaling under the constraint |v n | = β ∀n. This is in fact maximized by using a deterministic design for v that depends on the structure ofR. The result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Under the setting of Lemma 2, the sum-capacity in (2) for RS-assisted OBF scales as,
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue ofR.
Proof: We exploit the structure ofR to employ a deterministic OBF scheme, where v is fixed over all t and consequentlyv is fixed. Then (24) can be written as
where u max is the eigen-vector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λ max ofR. Thus, the sum-capacity scales as (25) .
We also propose a design forv that can achieve the sum-capacity in (25) while satisfying the individual constraints |v n | = β, ∀n. To do this, we set, v = e j∠(umax) .
Under this design,v H UΛU Hv N β 2 λ max and therefore the capacity in (25) can be achieved.
Since trace(R) = N , the maximum eigenvalue λ max ≥ 1 and the term N β 2 λ max would always be greater than N β 2 . Therefore, in a correlated Rayleigh environment, RS-assisted OBF can do approximately λ max times better in terms of the SNR of the strongest user, than what it attains in independent Rayleigh environment (cf. Theorem 1), by exploiting the eigenvalue decomposition ofR to design v. We can also reproduce Theorem 1 as a special case by setting R = I N in Lemma 2.
The phase shifts in this design ofv are not drawn randomly from the uniform distribution but rather depend on the spatial correlation matrix at the RS. However, the proposed design does not require the RS to be very intelligent since the correlation matrices are well-known to vary very slowly as compared to the fast fading process and therefore only need to be computed after several coherence intervals using information on user's LoS angle and local angular spreads [33] . This information can be easily acquired by the BS and shared with the RS controller that implements the design ofv in (26) . The RS does not need any information on the fast fading vectors to find the optimalv. Moreover, even if we let the phase shifts inv to be drawn randomly from the uniform distribution as done in the rest of the work, the performance of RS-assisted OBF will still be much better than that of a system without the RS as will be shown in Sec. V.
The following corollary extends the results in Theorem 3 to the scenario where the channel is given by (9) and each direct BS-user channel h d,k undergoes independent Rayleigh fading. 2) Completely Correlated Rayleigh Fading: Similar to [3] , we deal with the scenario where h 2,k is completely correlated, represented as
where l k (t) is a Rayleigh-fading process and φ k = [φ 1,k , . . . , φ N,k ] T . The phases φ n,k are constant, and depend on the LoS angle to user k with respect to the RS denoted as φ 0k and the actual placement of the antenna array. For example, for linearly arranged RS elements spaced d units apart (normalized by the wavelength), φ n,k = 2πd(n − 1) sin φ 0k .
The correlation matrix R k for h 2,k is then given as r k r H k where r k = e jφ k . Also, under this model we haveR k = diag(h 1 )Rdiag(h H 1 ) =r kr H k , wherer k = e j(φ k +ϑ h 1 ) , where ϑ h 1 is the vector of phases of h 1 , defined in Sec. II. Note that in this scenario, we allow the correlation matrices to vary across k. The overall channel gain of user k is given as |h R,k (t)| 2 = ρ R β 2 N n=1 e j(θn(t)+φ n,k +ϑ h 1 ,n ) 2 |l k (t)| 2 . The SNR is therefore a product of two independent RVs.
The maximum value of the first RV is N 2 , which happens when user k is in the beamforming configuration, i.e. θ n (t) + φ n,k + ϑ h 1 ,n = ν(t) mod2π ∀n, where ν(t) is an arbitrary phase.
Consider a system with large K and with RS phases drawn from the uniform distribution over 
Now l k are i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed random variables -the maximum of which has already shown to scale as log K in Sec. III-B. Hence, among the K users in (28) , the maximum of |h R,k (t)| 2 , k = 1, . . . , K, grows at least as fast as ρ R β 2 (N 2 −δ) log( K) = ρ R β 2 (N 2 −δ) log K + O(1) as K → ∞. This is true for every δ > 0, and it gives a lower bound to the growth rate of |h R,k | 2 . Moreover, it is also clear that ρ R β 2 N 2 log K is an upper bound to the growth rate.
Therefore, the sum-capacity scales as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 4:
When the RS-user channel vectors h 2,k s independently undergo completely correlated Rayleigh fading as described in (27), the sum-capacity in (2) for RS-assisted OBF scales as,
The result can also be derived directly from Theorem 3 by noting that for a rank-one R, the maximum eigenvalue λ max = N . However, the analysis in this section shows that the sum-rate scaling in Theorem 3 for a common correlation matrix for all k extends to per-user correlation matrices as well.
Remark 3:
As compared to the sum-rate scaling given in (7) under BS-assisted OBF [3] , the RS-assisted OBF yields a factor of N improvement in the SNR of the strongest user.
Remark 4:
As compared to the sum-rate scaling in Theorem 1 for independent Rayleigh fading under RS-assisted OBF, we get a factor of N improvement in the SNR of the strongest user under completely correlated Rayleigh model. This is because the overall channel is no longer Rayleigh; instead, it is a mixture of Gaussian distributions with different variances. When the received signals from the RS elements add in phase, the overall received SNR is large; when they add out of phase, the overall SNR is small. This yields additional MU-diversity gain.
IV. EXTENSION TO WIDE-BAND CHANNELS AND MULTI-ANTENNA SYSTEMS
In this section, we extend the RS-assisted OBF scheme to OFDMA and multi-antenna systems.
A. Wide-band Channels
In wide-band downlink channels, OFDMA is an appropriate transmission protocol which allows serving multiple users simultaneously by scheduling them to orthogonal frequency bands.
The works proposing BS-assisted OBF in OFDMA systems exploit MU diversity in the frequency domain in addition to the time domain, i.e., users are scheduled on their frequency fading peaks as well [12] , [13] . While MU diversity gain in a single-carrier system is obtained by scheduling the best user (in terms of SNR) for transmission in a time slot, MU-diversity in frequency-selective fading channels is obtained by scheduling the best user per frequency band for transmission on that frequency band in a time-slot. All users share all bands, translating into K users per band for OBF to capitalize on. RS-assisted OBF can yield significant gains in such systems.
A simple model of a frequency-selective wide-band channel is a set of L parallel narrow-band sub-channels. An L sub-carrier OFDMA system with proper cyclic prefix extension converts the frequency selective channel into L flat-fading sub-channels, where the l-th sub-channel between the BS and user k under RS-assisted OBF is given as,
for l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. The users measure the SNR on each of the sub-channels and feed back the SNRs to the BS. Thus, this requires L times more feedback than in the flat-fading case where only a single SNR is fed back by each user. The BS transmits to the best user per sub-channel at each time slot. Thus, the sum-capacity per sub-channel scales exactly as it does for the singlecarrier system and the total sum-capacity is just the sum over all L sub-channels. Assuming a homogenous network, we summarize the asymptotic sum-capacity scaling as follows. R ) is defined in (19) .
The advantage of having many sub-channels shared by K users is reflected by an L fold increased scaling, since the MU-diversity effect is exploited in both time as well as frequency domain.
B. Multiple Antennas at the BS
We extend our results to the MISO BC under the OS strategy, which is no longer optimal, since instead of sending a single beam to the best user, multiple beams can be sent in the same coherence interval to serve multiple users using beamforming. Such a beamforming scheme combined with DPC is capacity-optimal for the MISO BC, but it requires a large amount of feedback as the BS needs perfect CSIT for all the users with respect to all the Tx antennas.
OS, on the other hand, requires just one SNR feedback per user irrespective of the number of antennas and is simple to implement. Thus, like [3] - [5] , [11] , [12] , we continue to focus on OS even for the MISO BC and study the impact of RS-assisted OBF on the sum-rate.
Consider a BS is equipped with M antennas. The received signal y k (t) at user k in time-slot t is given as y k (t) = h H k (t)s(t) + n k (t), where h H k (t) ∈ C 1×M is the downlink channel from BS to user k and n k (t) is noise. Moreover s ∈ C M ×1 is the Tx signal vector assumed to have i.i.d. As in the single Tx antenna case, each user will just feed back the overall SNR γ k (t) = h k (t) 2 to the BS, which will schedule according to OS. The average achievable sum-rate is given by (2) . This setting is exactly the BS-assisted OBF scenario discussed in Sec. II-C [3] , [11] , for which the sum-rate scaling under Rayleigh and Rician fading h k s is given by (3) and (6), respectively. The use of multiple antennas under BS-assisted OBF yields no gain in Rayleigh fading channels but it provides gain in Rician fading environments due to the increase in MU-diversity.
We now study the sum-rate scaling for RS-assisted OBF in a MISO BC. The channel (8) is 
where z k ∼ CN (0, I M ). The analysis developed for the MISO BC under BS-assisted OBF in [3] , [11] can not be directly applied here as h R,k undergoes correlated Rayleigh fading. Developing the pdf/cdf expressions of the SNR γ k (t) = h R,k (t) 2 to exploit the results in Lemma 1 is quite involved and out of the scope of this work. However, we can use the channel whitening idea in [34] to convert the correlated Rayleigh channel (31) to a Rayleigh fading channel and obtain the sum-rate scaling using Lemma 1. 4 To whiten the channel, we multiply s with ζR − 1 2 where ζ is a normalization factor. The new 
The SNR of each user is distributed as ζρ R β 2 N 2 χ 2 (2M ) and the resulting cdf and pdf are,
respectively, where c = ζρ R β 2 N . Using Lemma 1, we obtain g(x) = 1−Fγ (x) fγ (x) = ζρ R β 2 N > 0, thereby satisfying (12) . Therefore γk − l K converges in distribution to a limiting RV z. Solving for l K from Lemma 1, we obtain l K = ζρ R β 2 N log K +O(log log K). Plugging this for max k=1,...,K γ k in (2) yields the following sum-rate scaling. III-A, there is a factor-M gain in the SNR of the strongest user and a loss of log 2 tr (R −1 ) in performance. In fact, the gain achieved by RS-assisted OBF with a multi-antenna BS can easily be achieved by having only a single-antenna BS and using a higher number of passive reflecting elements at the RS. In fact, since only one user is served in each time-slot, it does not benefit much to have multiple active antennas at the BS especially in terms of energy efficiency. Similar analysis applies for the scenario where h 2,k undergo Rician fading and correlated Rayleigh fading.
Remark 5: Many works assume the total transmit power P to be equal to one (and not scale with M ), such that E[ s(t) 2 ] = 1 [4] , [11] , which implies that E[s(t)s H (t)] = 1 M I M . Under this constraint, the sum-rate scaling in (34) is given as lim K→∞ R (K) = log 2 (ρ R β 2 N log K + O(log log K)) − log 2 tr (R −1 ). In this case, the MISO system performs worse than the single antenna system under RS-assisted OBF, since there is no array gain due to the use of multiple antennas at the BS but rather there is a loss of log 2 tr (R −1 ).
As an extension of this work, it is interesting to study the impact of introducing a dumb RS in the MISO BC under the SDMA strategy, where multiple users are served in the same time slot using beamforming. A popular scheme that can be studied is random beamforming proposed in [25] , where M orthogonal beams are constructed at the BS and on each beam the best user is served. This scheme is an extension of BS-assisted OBF and also capitalizes on MU-diversity gains. Studying the impact of deploying an RS on the sum-rate scaling of the RBF scheme is an interesting extension and is left for future work.
V. SIMULATIONS
This section presents simulation results that verify the derived sum-rate scaling laws. We first compare the proposed RS-assisted OBF scheme for a single-antenna BS supported by a dumb RS with N elements against the BS-assisted OBF scheme for an M -antenna BS. The channel model for the former is given by (9) (both RS-assisted and direct links are considered) and for the latter is given by (5) . We set the reflection coefficient β to 1 and the average SNR for all links to 0 dB, unless otherwise stated. Fig. 2a shows the pdf of the amplitude of the overall channel |h k (t)| under Rayleigh and Rician fading and BS-assisted and RS-assisted OBF. The parameter κ = κ B is set as 10 for Rician fading. It can be seen that M has no effect on the overall channel amplitude in a Rayleigh faded channel under BS-assisted OBF. However, RS-assisted OBF increases the dynamic range of channel fluctuation in a Rayleigh environment from 3 to 5. Therefore, we should expect larger MU-diversity gains with RS-assisted OBF. In contrast, in Rician fading channels, BSassisted OBF does increase the the overall channel amplitude by increasing the norm of the fixed component. However, the increase is more with RS-assisted OBF. This is in accordance with our results in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, where we showed that the RS increases the fluctuations of both the fixed and time-varying channel components under Rician fading. Fig. 2a showed larger channel amplitudes for Rayleigh than Rician fading channels. Therefore OBF yields higher sum-rate in Rayleigh fading channels.
As discussed in Sec. II-C, BS-assisted OBF does not help under Rayleigh fading channels. RSassisted OBF with N = 2 elements, however, yields approximately log 2 (N + 1) = log 2 (3) = 1.5 bits/transmission improvement under Rayleigh fading channels, as shown in Fig. 2b which is in line with Corollary 1. Under Rician fading, BS-assisted OBF increases the overall channel magnitude resulting in an improvement in the sum-rate of approximately .4 bits/transmission as shown in Fig. 2c , corresponding to the difference between (4) and (6) . RS-assisted OBF further increases the sum-rate due to the larger increase in the channel amplitude illustrated in Fig. 2a .
Compared to BS-assisted OBF, we see approximately log 2 (N + 1) improvement in the sum-rate achieved by RS-assisted OBF under Rician fading channels in Fig. 2c , which is in line with the sum-rate scaling in Corollary 2.
The previous results assumed a homogenous network where the average received SNR of each user is the same (i.e. ρ B,k = ρ B , ρ R,k = ρ R , ∀k) similar to the theoretical analysis in Sec. III.
However, even with per-user path loss, similar MU-diversity gains can be realized. Next, we simulate the sum-rate for a non-homogenous network.
It has been shown that if the size of each meta-surface (element) of the RS is large enough compared to the wavelength λ of the radio wave (e.g. 10λ [20] , [23] ), then each metasurface behaves approximately as an anomalous (specular) reflector. In this case, the power received from that RS performance will suffer, and compared to Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c , RS-assisted OBF might need a higher N to outperform BS-assisted OBF with the same M . This is studied in Fig. 3 , which plots the sum-rate under BS-assisted and RS-assisted OBF using (2) under Rician fading channels. The performance achieved using BS-assisted OBF with M = 2, 4, and 8 antennas can be achieved using a single-antenna at the BS with N = 6, 13, and 31 passive reflecting elements at the RS. Note that even under per user path loss, MU diversity gains are still apparent, as shown by the higher curves for K = 128.
The next result in Fig. 4 studies the effect of correlation on the sum-rate of RS-assisted OBF scheme plotted using the expression in (2) for K = 128. The covariance matrix is assumed to be [R] i,j = η |i−j| , i, j = 1, . . . , N . As expected with uniformly distributed random phases at the RS, the sum-rate of RS-assisted OBF in correlated Rayleigh fading decreases as η increases.
However the performance is still much better than that of a system without the RS.
On the other hand, under the deterministic v in (26) which exploits the structure ofR, we We now study the sum-capacity of RS-assisted OBF in a wide-band channel with L sub-carriers under Rayleigh fading. In Fig. 5 we plot both the simulated sum-rate using (2) under the channel in (30) for Rayleigh fading h Fig. 6 shows that the positive effect of the improved array gain outweighs the reduction in sum-rate caused by the introduction of correlation, which is why the MISO system yields a better performance under RS-assisted OBF, and this performance improves as M increases whereas it does not increase under the conventional BS-assisted OBF system. These results are in accordance with the scaling law in Theorem 4, which was derived under the assumption that the total available power at the BS scales with M . However, if the power constraint in Remark 5 is utilized, i.e. total available Tx power P = 1, the array gain is only N which was already realized by the single-antenna system studied in Theorem 1. In fact there is a loss in the performance under RS-assisted OBF due to the introduction of correlation into the channel when multiple antennas are used at the BS. Moreover, there is also a loss in the performance of the conventional MISO system as the average SNR in (3) will be scaled by 1 M . Therefore, under the constraint P = 1, incorporating multiple antennas at the BS of a system that uses OS reduces the sum-rate from what is achieved by the single-antenna system.
VI. CONCLUSION
MU diversity has the potential to improve the sum-rate achieved by wireless communication systems by scheduling a user's transmissions at times when its channel SNR is near its peak.
In practice, the MU diversity gain is limited in scenarios with strong LoS channel components or spatial correlation. Previous works have proposed OBF using multiple dumb antennas at the BS to enhance the MU diversity gain in these environments. These works focus on the scenario, where a single user is served in each time-slot based on the OS strategy. In this work, we have proposed OBF using a dumb RS, to induce large fluctuations in the SNRs of the users by deploying a RS, composed of passive reflecting elements, close to the BS. We show, by deriving the sum-rate scaling laws in the large number of users regime, that this technique amplifies the possible MU diversity gain in Rayleigh, Rician and correlated Rayleigh environments, by a larger factor than BS-assisted OBF while using only a single-antenna at the BS, rendering it to be highly energy efficient. We extended our results to OFDMA systems where multiple users are served on orthogonal frequency bands in each time-slot and MU diversity is exploited in both frequency and time. We also extended the results to MISO BC under OS strategy, and showed that the gain provided by multiple antennas can be easily achieved by using a single antenna at the BS and a higher number of reflecting elements at the RS. Important future research directions include devising fair schedulers for RS-assisted OBF and studying the MU diversity gains provided by RSs in the SDMA system where multiple antennas are used at the BS to serve multiple users in each time-slot using beamforming transmission methods.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 1
Since the users' SNRs γ k are i.i.d. so we can study the behaviour of γk = max k∈{1,...,K} γ k using Lemma 1. Using (13) in Lemma 1, we obtain g(x) = 1−Fγ (x) fγ (x) = ρ R β 2 N > 0, thereby satisfying the condition in (12) . Therefore γk − l K converges in distribution to a limiting RV z. Solving for l K from Lemma 1, we obtain l K = ρ R β 2 N log K. Therefore under independent Rayleigh fading, the maximum SNR γk grows like ρ R β 2 N log K, which is a function of N , K, β and ρ. Using this growth rate of γk in (2), we obtain Theorem 1.
The proof of Corollary 1 is similar. We just need to note that under the channel in (9) √ ae j(ϑ h 1 ,n +θn(t)+φ k,n ) , ϑ h 1 ,n = (n − 1)2πd sin(ϑ n ) (from the definition of h 1 in Sec. II), and c k (t) = β N n=1 h 1,n e jθn(t) b k,n (t). Note that c k (t) ∼ CN (0, N β 2 u) since it is a sum of N independent circularly symmetric complex Gaussian RVs with mean 0 and variance β 2 u, and that c k is independent of θ n s and i.i.d. across k. Also note that |ā k (t)| ≤ N β √ a, with equality if the phase allocations at the RS are in beamforming configuration with respect to the fixed component of the channel gain of the user, i.e., θ n (t) + ϑ h 1 ,n + φ k,n = ν(t) mod2π, where ν(t) is an arbitrary phase. In the following, we drop time-index for simplicity.
Given the phases introduced by the RS have a uniform distribution, then in a system with large K, for any fixed δ > 0 and ∈ (0, 1), and ∀t, there exists almost surely a set of K users with |ā k (t)| > N β √ a − δ [3] . This happens at every t with a possibly different subset of users.
These 
as x → ∞. We can study the lower bound on the growth rate of the maximum of the SNRs among these K users for large K using Lemma 1. Inserting (35) and (36) into (12), we obtain lim x→∞ 1−Fγ (x)
fγ (x) = ρ R N β 2 u > 0, thereby satisfying the condition in (12) . Therefore γk − l K converges in distribution to a limiting RV z. Solving for l K from Lemma 1, we end up obtaining . The maximum of the SNRs among these K users grows at least as fast as l K = ρ R ( N β 2 u log K + (N β √ a − δ)) 2 + O(log log K) as K → ∞, for fixed , δ > 0.
Since this is true for any δ > 0 and for a subset of users, we conclude that a lower bound on the growth rate of γk is l K = ρ R N β 2 ( We first provide the cdf of γ k given v. Since all users' SNRs are i.i.d., we will drop the index k.
Given v, the cdf is expressed as
where A = QΛQ H is the eigenvalue decomposition of A. Note that A is a rank-one matrix so it will only have one non-zero eigenvalue λ =v HRv . Denotingz = Qz, we express the = ρ R λ > 0, thereby satisfying (12) . Therefore γk − l K converges in distribution to a limiting RV z. Solving for l K from Lemma 1, we have e − l K ρ R λ = 1 K and therefore l K = ρ R λ log K. Substituting l K for max k=1,...,K γ k in (23), we obtain Lemma 2.
